Can WUNDE cause irritations or allergic reactions?

For the notification, the product was tested for irritation and sensitization (delayed-type hypersensitivity test). All results were negative. During the Post Marketing Surveillance, an allergic reaction to WUNDE was reported in 3 of 200 cases. All the patients reporting an allergic reaction suffered from multiple allergies.

Do I have to disinfect the wound if I use WUNDE?

Rinsing with clean water or saline solution is typically enough to clean an acute superficial wound as the microbial load is reduced to a level that the body can deal with the germ contamination physiologically. Disinfectants not only are toxic for germs but also for human cells. If used to intensively, disinfectants hinder wound healing and damage human cells. WUNDE enables an antimicrobial effect without cytotoxic side effects that inhibit wound healing. WUNDE combined with a proper initial wound cleansing is sufficient to treat superficial wounds.

Does the Hypericin in WUNDE have an antidepressant effect?

No.

What is the active ingredient in WUNDE?

The mode of action of WUNDE is based on the physical properties of the oil film and its fatty acids.

Which secondary dressings can be used in combination with WUNDE?

Generally, WUNDE can be combined with any non-medicated wound dressing. Recommended is a plaster or a non-woven gauze held in place with a bandage. Because of its fine texture the ideal secondary dressing is a non-woven gauze (for instance Cutisoft from BSN Medical, Medicomp from Hartmann, Nobato from Noba, Topper from J&J or Viwasoft from L&R).

Have oil residues to be removed during dressing change?

No.

Does WUNDE occlude the wound?

No, WUNDE is semi-occlusive. The exudate can drain off without problems.

Is the content of the spray contaminated after the first treatment? How long is the storage life after the first treatment?

No. As the spray contains propellants, no air is soaked into the spray can during the application. Avoid contact of the actuator with the wound. WUNDE may be stored until expiration date indicated on the Package.